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This resource was created
with this guy in mind.  He

has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He is

a non-reader and lives in
the Northeast region (for
now), BUT he is able to do
these activities.   He is my

tester!!



This resource contains 2 sets
of 51 google slides covering the
5 regions of the United States.  

The second set is fully
differentiated with color.

 
Easily assign in google

classroom or other platforms
that use google slides.



There are 6 movies.  The
first one is just an
overview of the 5 regions.  

Let's take a look at what
is included.



Then there is a movie for
each region of the United
States.  The movies use
engaging photos and simple
text so students can follow
along.  They hit the big
highlights of each region
like climate, products,
resources, and landmarks.



Each region has a circle
map to review the main
characteristics of that
region.  The
differentiated version
includes ONLY correct
answers.  Students drag
the pictures into the circle
map.

 
Midwest



Each region has students
"color in" the states for
that region by moving a
colored shape onto the
correct location.  The
differentiated version
(shown here) has the
states already outlined.

 

Midwest



Each region has several
fill-in-the-blank
worksheets.  These cover
climate, products, natural
resources, and interesting
facts.  The differentiated
versions use color.

 

Midwest



Each region has a 10
question assessment. 
 Here, students will circle
the correct answer.  The
differentiated version has
the correct answers
already circle with dashed
lines.

 

Midwest



Each set of slides (circle map, color in the
states, fill-in-the-blank, and assessment)

is preceded by a video for that region. 
 You will also get separate links to the

videos as well.



The idea is you make a copy for each
student then quickly delete the slides you

do not need them to do that day.  Quick,
easy and differentiated for every

student in your class.



This unit also comes in a print version that
has similar activities including picture

recipes.
CLICK HERE to see the print only version.

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/US-Geography-Unit-for-Special-Education-5-Regions-of-the-United-States-5812466

